Joint line changes in cruciate-retaining versus posterior-stabilized computer-navigated total knee arthroplasty.
This study compared joint line changes and functional outcomes between cruciate-retaining (CR) and posterior-stabilized (PS) computer-navigated total knee arthroplasties (TKAs). With the increased precision offered by computer navigation, we hypothesized that there should be minimal differences in the joint line changes between the groups and thus no significant differences in the clinical outcomes. A retrospective study of 195 patients with a minimum of 2-year follow-up following primary surgery was conducted. The patients were stratified into two groups: the CR group and the PS group. The joint line changes of both groups were then compared using the Student t test. Multivariate analysis and regression modelling were then utilized to analyze the functional outcomes of both groups. CR knees had a significantly lesser mean joint line change of 1.70 mm as compared to 2.34 mm in PS knees (p = .04) but the absolute difference was only 0.64 mm. The PS group had significantly better final range of motion of 122° (±9.9°) as compared to 114° (±15.0°) in the CR group (p < .0001). There were no significant differences in the final outcome scores. Although there is a significant difference statistically in the joint line changes between the groups, this difference is less than 1 mm and probably has no significant clinical impact. This is further affirmed by the fact that there was no significant difference in the clinical outcomes. The increased range seen in PS knees is probably not related to joint line changes. III.